5 key priorities (+1)

Group 3
1. PARTNERSHIP

Clarify roles:
rights and responsibilities within partnerships on all levels
2. Inclusion and Representation of local actors

- **Representation & inclusiveness** in coordination mechanism
- National and sub-national platforms for local actors → create and/or further strengthening platforms for the operationalize the localization commitments on local level.
3. Accountability

• Global quality benchmark /
• transparency – this will increase trust as well
4. Managing Risks
(understanding and mitigating)

• Risk management is crosscutting → every priority has its own risks which we need to analyze individually.
• Threshold of taking risk needs to be raised..
• Donors are risk adverse/ need due diligence etc..
5. **Diversify local funding base**

- alternative local funding schemes
- funding mobilization locally
- Government support through MOUs
- Private sector
- community mobilization
5 + 1

Gender should be crosscutting!!